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SENSUAL EROTICA AT ITS VERY BEST

Jade’s Regular Contributors
Joseph Bore
Well-known American cartoonist Joe puts his
pen and wit to work for Jade, with a series
of fun cartoons based on the sex life of the
wayward and foxy ‘Southern Belle’.
Ralph Storer
Ralph is a psychology graduate and bestselling author. In addition to his guidebooks
he is author of ‘Sex Challenge’, a book of
trivia quizzes, which forms the basis of his
interesting snippets for Jade.
Tully Summers
Tully works as an illustrator and sculptor on
famous Hollywood movies, but also has a
passion for art and storytelling. ‘Ashland’ is
his first serialisation outside the USA and is
exclusive to Jade.
Ian Hamilton
Ireland-based illustrator Ian will, from time
to time, be putting his pencils to work
illustrating some of Jade’s stories.

Sabrine Coulette
Accomplished French artist and graphic
designer Sabrine will occasionally be
working her artistic computer magic for us
as she illustrates some of the stories
featured in Jade, and contributes some of
her own true confessions.
Jean Macfal
Talented American photographer Jean joined
us this year as our first Contributing Photo
Editor; expect to see more of her images in
future issues as she undertakes some
‘special projects’ for us.
Kim Nielsen
We are delighted to welcome gifted Danish
photographer Kim to the growing Jade team
as our second Contributing Photo Editor. Kim
has been a regular from our very first issue
and has always been an enthusiastic and
supportive collaborator to the magazine,
sharing our ethos and aims; expect to see
more of his images in future issues.
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